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parents of modest means his early life followed the classic trajectory of the self made American man After attending 
college in New York on a football scholarship he went into the magazine business and quickly became a successful 
entrepreneur amassing a stable of design and lifestyle magazines Business w A Voice at the Borders of Silence is the 
story of a life of passion lived at the forefront of intersecting avant garde movements and spent in the unyielding 
pursuit of the ultimate self understanding and awareness In a lifetime that nearly coincided with the 20th century 
William Segal left a legacy of insight compassion and intelligence as a businessman and publisher an artist and as a 
seeker Segal was a disciple and interpreter of some of the mos From Publishers Weekly In recent years there has been 
a stream of books that use a blend of ancient Buddhist truths and common sense to show busy Americans how they 
can open an inner door as the Dalai Lama expresses it How intrigued the Dalai Lama would be 
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